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Visual Saliency 
u Visual Saliency deals with detecting the most eye-catching regions in images, those regions which naturally 

stands out of the image. It accounts for bottom-up and top-down visual attention processes over the first few 
seconds of observation of a given image.

u “Visual saliency computation objective can be described as predicting, locating and mining the salient visual 
information by simulating the corresponding mechanisms in the human vision system.”[2]

Input Image Saliency Map Heatmap

“Given limited computational resources, the human visual system relies on saliency computation to quickly grasp important 
information from the excessive input from the visual world” [3]



Objectives

1
• Set up a New Automatic System to predict the Human Visual 

System Behaviour of Customers when advertisements pop out;

2
• Optimise Content Layout Configurations towards a well-balanced

dwell times over each region of the advertising campaign;

3
• Assess a direct correlation between the variance of salient local

areas and dwell times of the same regions in the image;

4
• Make the automatic solution ligthweight enough to be run on 

common laptops and devices



Proposed Method - Premise
• Premise: For a given image layout, for example a 2 by 2 grid-based layout, a number of 4! 
spatial permutations are given (it adds up to 24 spatial permutations).

• The first cue out of some preliminary experiments show different saliency ‘behaviours’ of the same 
regions whose image consists of:

• Some regions, such as the one with a red car, show different local saliency maps across different 
spatial permutations. Saliency Maps are extracted by using a deep learning-based solution[4] trained over 
an object-oriented image and video dataset called DAVIS [5]. 
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Proposed Method – Algorithm (flow-chart)



Proposed Method 
For a given layout made up of M · N images, the ’behaviour’ of the overall layout saliency is studied by 
analysing the varying number of salient pixels on each of the M ·N images. 

In greater detail, the inverse of the relative variance of local saliency maps is employed as ES (Effectiveness 
Score). 

In equation (1) ES is the ratio between the absolute mean and variance of NMSPk with k = 1,...,(M · N).

NMSPk stands for Number of Most Salient Pixels of each image in the kth layout content permutation. 

(1)



Proposed Method
For a given layout with M ·N images, NMSPh is the number of the most salient pixels in the local 
saliency map LSM(h) of the hth image (eq. 2) 

(2)

Each Layout content permutation is the union of M · N images Imi’ as in equation 3 

(3)

The layout showing the highest score is the output of the proposed method. 



Experimental Results

The experiments were extended 
to 5 advertising campaigns



Validation through eye-tracking sessions
u Gazerecorder[7], a Webtool for webcam-based eye-tracking, was used to carry out the validation of the 

proposed method;

u 20 participants in the age range [25-40] were shown the layout content permutations with highest and 
lowest ES value of 5 graphical campaigns with images out of advertisement dataset [6];

u Each Image is shown for 10 seconds;

u Heatmaps and Dwell times are collected as shown below. 

u Experiments were conducted to assess consistency between our results and eye-tracking session data 
which represent a ground-truth. 



Experimental Results

The graph on the top shows the 
highest and lowest ES scores for 

each advertising campaign. 

Images scoring best and worst ES 
values also show more balanced 

dwell times (graph on the bottom)



Experimental Results (settings)

13-inch Mac-book Pro with 16 GB of RAM, 2.4 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core 
i5, Intel Iris Plus Graphics 655 1536 MB; 

Average running time on 2-by-2 grid layouts is 40 seconds; 

Python 3.8.0 

TensorFlow 2.4.0 – Deep Learning Python Framework



Conclusions and Future Works

u In this work a new method for layout advertisement content optimizations is proposed to predict 
customers’ behaviour in intelligent retail environments;

u The method is fully automatic and relies on three main steps:

u Computation of all spatial permutations of the graphical elements of given advertising campaign;

u Extraction of saliency maps of each permutation;

u Computation of the relative variance of salient pixel number of local regions in images;

u As a study case, some experiments were conducted on 5 advertising campaigns and using a 2 by 2 
grid based layout;

u Interesting matches are found between best ES scoring spatial configurations and the 
corresponding dwell times out of eye-tracking sessions with 20 participants.

u Further attention can be focused on the integration of scan-path prediction models to the 
current solution. 

u That way, both “spatial” and “time” aspects of visual attention will be used to go through advert 
optimisation. 
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